
Collectible creditpoints in the doctoral training 
120 creditpoints shall be collected for the complex exam (until the end of the fourth active 

semester). 
You shall gain 240 creditpoints in the whole training. 

 
I. Subjects (there are obligatory subjects only in the 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 4th semesters) 
 

 1.1. Core courses:  8x6 creditpoints à 48 creditpoints  
               2x3 creditpoints à 6 creditpoints 
 
1.2. Special seminars: 4x3 creditpoints à 12 creditpoints 
 
1.3. Alternative, optional courses: 3 creditpoint/course 

 
II. Research activity (you can collect creditpoints in the whole training) 
 

2.1. Presentation in a conference: (you can hold as much presentation in a semester as 
you wish) 

- 3 creditpoints / presentation in your native language 
- 5 creditpoints/presentation in a foreign language 

 
2.2. Publication of articles (you can publish as much materials in a semester as you wish) 

- Peer-reviewed article in foreign language published abroad: 9 creditpoints/40.000 
characters 

- Peer-reviewed article in your mother tongue published abroad: 7 
creditpoints/40.000 characters 

- Peer-reviewed article in foreign language published in Hungary: 7 
creditpoints/40.000 characters 

- Peer-reviewed article in your native language published in Hungary: 4 
creditpoints/40.000 characters 

- Material published in an international conference volume in a foreign language: 7 
creditpoints/40.000 characters 

- Material published in an international conference volume in your native language: 5 
creditpoints/40.000 characters 

- Material published in a domestic (non-international) conference paper in a foreign 
language: 5 creditpoints/40.000 characters 

- Material published in a domestic (non-international) conference paper in your 
native language: 3 creditpoints/40.000 characters 

- Book-review in a foreign language: 4 creditpoints/paper 
- Book-review in your native language: 2 creditpoints/paper 
- Published professional translation (if your name is indicated): 2 creditpoints/40.000 

characters  
- Teaching material: 4 creditpoints/40.000 characters 
- Scientific article (min. 3 pages) in a blog in a foreign language: 2 creditpoints  
- Scientific article (min. 3 pages) in a blog in your native language: 1 creditpoints  

 
 



III. Educational activity (you can hold lectures to university students if your supervisor 
authorizes it): 0-5 creditpoints/semesters 
 
IV. Other activity 

participation in conferences without holding presentation: 1 creditpoint/conference 
(maximum 2 creditpoints/semesters) 
language courses: 2 creditpoints (maximum 8 creditpoints can be collected from language 
courses) 
participation in a short (ERASMUS) study trip: max. 5 creditpoints 
secondary language exam:  

language exam in advanced level (C1, C2): 25 creidtpoints 
language exam in intermediate level (B1, B2): 20 creditpoints 
language exam of the Language Teaching Centre: 10 creditpoints 


